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SIMA: A MAJOR CATALYST 
 
by John Clare* 
 
_______________________________________________________ 
 
[This is an excerpt from the book Bodgie Dada and the Cult of Cool, published 1995.] 
 

he Sydney Improvised Music Association (SIMA) was formed in 1984 at a 
meeting convened by jazz coordinator Eric Myers. Six years later, SIMA 
commissioned me to write a brief summary of their activities. With the 

Melbourne Jazz Co-operative, SIMA has been a major catalyst in the current surge of 
activity. Therefore, it seems appropriate to quote from my summary and to discuss 
some of the points it raises. 
 
‘SIMA was constituted as a non-profit association in July 1984 with an 
elected committee of 12. Its objective is to facilitate the performance and 
recording of contemporary jazz and improvised music. The circumstances at 
the time tended to relegate jazz to a “period-style” entertainment and to 
practically hide all the experimental offshoots of jazz from public view ... 
The first strategy of SIMA was to try to show venue owners that an audience 
existed for a range of exciting jazz forms ... New strategies emerged as it 
became apparent that SIMA had underestimated the conservatism of venue 
 

 
 
Horst Liepolt: with his departure to New York in the early 1980s, exposure at The 
Basement practically disappeared…PHOTO COURTESY AUSTRALIAN JAZZ MUSEU 
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owners, and the degree to which audiences had fallen away due to the lack 

of a forum for contemporary jazz and other improvised forms. 
 
‘It should be noted that during the 1970s a healthy audience had been 
built for this music through the exposure given to it at events organised by 
Horst Liepolt at Sydney’s Basement. With Liepolt’s departure [to New York] this 
exposure practically disappeared. SIMA’s first objective was to get this music 
back into mainstream venues with which the public could identify themselves. 
This would provide creative musicians with the incentive to form bands and 
rehearse them with the knowledge that they would be presented before an 
audience, and that these events would be accompanied by decent publicity. 
 
‘SIMA’s first major project was to assist the producer of the Manly Jazz 
Carnival John Speight to stage three additional concerts of contemporary jazz, as an 
adjunct to the main program of the carnival in October 1984. These three concerts 
attracted capacity audiences to a church hall in Manly, and were met with 
great enthusiasm. SIMA’s first autonomous production was “States of the Art”, 
a four-concert series featuring 60 local musicians, presented under the auspices of 
the Festival of Sydney in January 1985. Three of the four concerts were packed to 
capacity, and this was widely considered to be the most successful fringe event that 
year. A reaction was obtained from The Basement the following year when it was 
host to SIMA’s “Winter Fire” series. This consisted of four concerts featuring Mark 
Simmonds’ Freeboppers, The Benders,  Women And Children First, and the Bob 
Gebert Trio. The average attendance was 200 people. Audience response was 
enthusiastic throughout ... The series was funded by the Music Board and the NSW 
Premier’s Department. 
 
 

 
 
The pianist Bob Gebert: his trio was part of SIMA’s  “Winter Fire” series…PHOTO 
CREDIT JOE GLAYSHER 
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‘Despite these demonstrations, and the manifest approval of young people (many of 
whom approached SIMA to say that the music was a revelation to them), the 
programming of large-scale jazz events remained prosaic in the view of SIMA and its 
supporters. One positive result of “States of the Art”, however, was that ... the artistic 
director of the Adelaide Festival, Anthony Steel, invited SIMA to consult with him on 
the Australian jazz content of the 1986 Festival.’ 
 
One of the results of that consultation was that John Pochée’s new band Ten Part 
Invention had its first public performances at the Festival. Pochée had formed the 
band for the express purpose of presenting Australian compositions. The personnel 
of the band was, and remains: Miroslav Bukovsky and Warwick Alder (trumpets), 
Bob Bertles, Bernie McGann, Ken James and Sandy Evans (saxophones), Roger 
Frampton (piano, saxophones and percussions), Steve Elphick on bass and Pochée 
on drums. 
 

 
 
Ten Part Invention, L-R, Bob Bertles, John Pochée, Warwick Alder, Bernie McGann, 
Miroslav Bukovsky, Sandy Evans, Ken James, Roger Frampton, Steve Elphick. 
Seated in front, James Greening… 
 
The audience reaction when this band played in the after-hours Fezbah club was 
quite polarised. Some found it highly exciting while others bemoaned the lack of 
cabaret or stand-up comedy elements. This was the year when some commentators 
felt that cabaret had reached saturation point. It was certainly at the height of its 
acceptance as a politically sound form, for and of the people. Leaving ideological 
soundness aside for a moment, this was another demonstration of the fact that some 
people like ‘abstract’ forms, such as instrumental music, and others don’t. Where 
some hear vibrancy, humour and excitement, others hear something inhuman. They 
need words, or at least an element of mime. And they need it all the time, if the  
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reaction at the Festival — which had something of a glut of words and mime — is 
anything to go by. 
 
Sandy Evans told me at the time that she was amazed at the way the band played 
right from the start. It would never be a band of academic precision like the brilliant 
band led by trumpeter John Hoffman which specialised at that time in jazz 
arrangements of the music from My Fair Lady and other popular staples. Like 
Ellington or the Art Ensemble of Chicago, Ten Part is a band in which you can hear 
the voices of all the oddly assorted individuals in every ensemble yet, as Eric Myers 
has pointed out, its saxophone section plays with a style and unanimity unmatched 
in the country. The bulk of its compositions have come from Roger Frampton, Sandy 
Evans and Miroslav Bukovsky, but Mike Nock, Bob Bertles, Col Loughnan and Paul 
Grabowsky have also been commissioned. For many listeners, the band — with its 
mixture of veterans and then-newcomers (Greening, Evans and Alder) — has come to 
symbolise the current wave of activity. Alto saxophonist Lisa Parrott, tenor and 
soprano saxophonist Craig Walters and trombonist Dave Panichi have all on 
occasion substituted for unavailable members in the band. 
 
Taking up the summary once more: ‘In its second series for the Festival of Sydney 
(“States of the Art ‘86”), SIMA presented the great American saxophonist Dewey 
Redman in three appearances ... (with Bernie McGann, Melbourne bassist Geoff 
Kluke and John Pochée) ... It was thought that an appearance by an international  
 

 
 
The great American saxophonist Dewey Redman (second from left) with L-R, John 
Pochée (drums), Melbourne’s Geoff Kluke (bass) and Bernie McGann (alto 
saxophone)…PHOTO CREDIT JANE MARCH 
 
artist [who had] been closely associated with the major innovator Ornette Coleman 
would raise the profile of improvised music locally. It was also thought that his ready 
agreement (after hearing tapes of the Bernie McGann Trio) would demonstrate that 
Australia had improvising musicians who are very definitely on the world map ...  
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Clarion Fracture Zone, L-R, Lloyd Swanton, Alister Spence, Tony Gorman, Toby 
Hall, Sandy Evans… 
 
SIMA has since brought bands, including Paul Grabowsky Music and the Brian 
Brown Ensemble from interstate, and has worked in collaboration with the Goethe 
Institute to present outstanding German musicians, such as Peter Brotzman and 
Peter Kovald, on the same bill with local musicians [later they combined with the 
Goethe Institute to present Willers and Ulman and other German musicians. In June 
1987 SIMA presented the leading American saxophonist Ernie Watts with the Bruce 
Cale Orchestra at The Basement. The approach was actually made by Watts, who had 
worked extensively with Cale in America. Two recordings resulted from that highly 
successful evening. 
 

 
 
Phil Treloar: his group Feeling To Thought had its debut courtesy of SIMA…PHOTO 
CREDIT MARGARET FREDRICKSON 
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Bernie McGann Trio L-R, McGann, John Pochée, Jonathan Zwartz: drawing more 
than 120 people at Stawberry Hills… 
 
‘By 1986, however, SIMA had decided that major events should take second place to 
more frequent small-scale performances that would integrate this music into the 
normal culture of the city... In 1987 SIMA applied for funding to present weekly 
programs as well as larger festivals... Regular programs were offered to such venues 
as the Piccadilly and the [briefly re-opened] El Rocco. These endeavours were quite 
successful in the short term, but one venue opted to present recorded music only, 
while the other closed when the building.. .was sold to a developer. Similar short-
term successes were achieved at the Kakadu Klub, the Hotel Berlin and the Blue 
Note, and a range of similar circumstances brought these projects to an end. Much 
was achieved, however, including the debuts of such important bands as Clarion 
Fracture Zone and Phil Treloar’s Feeling to Thought. 
 

 
 
The Necks, L-R, Chris Abrahams, Lloyd Swanton, Tony Buck… 
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‘By 1989, certain things had become clear... Often (venue owners) were willing to try 
SIMA’s program — albeit on a Monday night. Invariably their attendances rose. Thus 
encouraged, they often decided to take over the program themselves. Usually the 
scene that had been created then died, partly through their misunderstanding of the 
audience SIMA had attracted, and partly through their refusal to advertise... Despite 
these difficulties, many successful events were mounted... In 1989 the Strawberry 
Hill Hotel allowed SIMA to install a program, which now operates successfully on 
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday nights. Attendance has averaged 75 a night, with 
the Bernie McGann Trio and The Necks drawing more than 120 people. Other bands, 
such as Mike Nock Quartet, Clarion Fracture Zone and the Freeboppers, have drawn 
more than 100 people. In an open letter... jazz pioneer Graeme Bell said “...the jazz of 
today is being played at the Strawberry Hill”. 
 

 
 
Jazz pioneer Graeme Bell: the jazz of today is being played at the Strawberry Hill… 
 
‘The success of this program, at a venue that was considered “dead” early in the week, 
seems to stem from the mixture of pioneering musicians now in their full maturity 
and young musicians on the way up... This success has been achieved with virtually 
no publicity in any papers or magazines except the Sydney Morning Herald and, to a 
much smaller extent, the Daily Telegraph. In June this year SIMA mounted “Specific 
Music”, a two-night festival of free improvisation, at the Harbourside Brasserie, 
featuring one international guest — bassoonist Lindsay Cooper — and a number of 
local bands. This drew near-capacity crowds, even though only one article about it 
appeared in the press ... 
 
‘As a direct result of SIMA’s activities, the funding authorities now play a 
much greater role in the jazz world than ever before...’ 
 
Four years later, (indeed I have reached this chapter on the tenth anniversary of the 
founding of SIMA), the Strawberry Hill experiment is still working. SIMA pays bands 
from the door take, using its funds to make up any shortfall on award rates that may 
occur on a bad night, while the venue benefits from the increased bar take. The 
attendances quoted above have been greatly exceeded — notably by Lloyd Swanton’s 
band The catholics and, on one jam-packed occasion, by a combination of The 
Engine Room trio … and Dale Barlow.  
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The catholics in 1990: Front L-R, Sammila Sithole, Swanton, Sandy Evans. Rear L-R, 

Waldo Garrido, Tony Buck, Dave Brewer, James Greening…PHOTO CREDIT ROMAN CERNY 

There have also been nights when half a dozen people have watched a new band go 
bravely through its repertoire. Successive owners have made noises about renovating 
the pub, but it remains a quite dreary place when the audience is small, and one of 
the most vital places in Australian jazz history when the band and the audience are 
happening. Unlike El Rocco, The Basement and a few other places, it has no residual 
atmosphere without the music and the people. Most of SIMA’s international guests 
have been presented at larger venues, such as the Harbourside Brasserie and The  
 

 
 
The World Saxophone Quartet: it drew 600 people to the Paddington RSL Club, and 
received a standing ovation… 
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Basement. The management of The Basement confessed pleasant surprise when 
Dewey Redman and Steve Lacy each drew respectable crowds on three consecutive 
nights. Sam Rivers, playing with his old colleague Mike Nock, drew an absolute 
capacity crowd. The World Saxophone Quartet drew 600 people to the Paddington 
RSL Club, and they received a standing ovation. 
 

 
 
Steve Lacy: he drew respectable crowds on consecutive nights at The Basement… 
 
Government funding of the arts is not an issue on which I have previously had any 
passionate convictions, pro or con. I have no doubt, however, that it has worked very 
well, in the cases of SIMA and the Melbourne Jazz Co-op, to keep contemporary jazz 
and other improvisation within earshot of listeners beyond the usual small bands of 
initiates. In the period under discussion, Australia lacked promoters with the backing 
and the interest to put contemporary jazz before the people. It could be argued that 
this is a reflection of market forces and that contemporary jazz should have been left 
to shrink down to virtually nothing, but the fact is that when Horst Liepolt and, very 
occasionally, Kim Bonython promoted contemporary jazz, they swam against the tide 
of commercial wisdom back then. Liepolt showed that there was, proportionally at 
least, a much bigger audience here than had been imagined. Of course, he had the 
huge advantage, in the early years of The Basement, of being able to operate within 
the ambit of that excellent venue. SIMA had no such resource, so it applied to the 
funding body. 
 
Arguments similar to those levelled at the jazz studies courses have also been 
directed at the idea of jazz funding, but there is no indication whatsoever that it has 
produced conformity — far from it. Bruce Johnson is quite right, however, in calling 
for a reassessment by funding bodies of traditional and mainstream musicians, who 
tend to be left out in favour of younger musicians pursuing fresh approaches (this is 
wrong, but not really as surprising or perverse as Johnson would have us believe). It 
is also true that many traditional musicians — not least those who have grumbled 
about funding — have not bothered to consult the various jazz coordinators about 
application procedures. At the time of writing, this situation had begun to change. 
 
 


